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Report written by Asmita Deshpande

ISC pune site was visited by Vibha and me on 28 th November 2017.

Received warm welcome by Kshirsagar tai,she is working from last 30 years for ISC Pune

First we visited Burmashell support class where there were 40 kids present. The class gets divided according to the intelligence level of the kids in 4 sections Red, Orange, Yellow and Green and 3 teachers were teaching them as per their Pre decided syllabus. Which helps children to improve considering their present level of understanding.
The kids were enthusiastic, happy and were willingly participating in all the activities. They could read the letters, say poems, even English poems, read the paragraph.

One disabled boy, and younger siblings of few kids were also part of the class.
All the presenty books and records were well maintained.
Classroom was neat and clean. The teachers were self motivated, caring and had a good connect with the kids.

Kranti shared few incidences with us such as a girl child was very badly bitten by her mother who was scarred initially where ISC staff interfered and communicated with her mother and now the child was happy and was participating in all the activities.

Few kids came with their younger siblings who can not stay home alone.

**Manik Nagar Support Classes**
Then we visited another support class in Manik nagar where the class was over but we could meet few kids with their mothers, age group 0 to 3 and 3 to 5 years. The mothers of the kids were satisfied with the support given by the ISC teachers and thankful for it. One of them was gifted Girl child basket by ISC at the birth of her second daughter.

ISC Center

And the last stop was ISC center, we met all the staff ,,all of them are very loving and dedicated. Support classes for grade 5 to 10 are conducted here. We saw all the files, a very good chart was made by the support staff ,,attached the same.

We also had a talk with accountant Rajashri tai and she gave brief information about accounts.
Vibha and me, we both are happy about the overall management, neat paperwork and very dedicated staff of ISC Pune campus.

I thank Aasha Foundation for giving me the opportunity to contribute in this good cause.

Asmita Deshpande